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This book includes powerful stories from the Founder of Jim Rohn Int, a 3x World Series Winner, a #1 Podcaster, Real Estate Syndicators, Top Sales & Leadership Trainers, a 2x
US Memory Champion, a PGA Tour Mentor, Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners, and many more who share transformative stories about the one thing that changed
their lives and set them on the path for success.
Fans of Jim Rohn, Brian Tracy, Tony Robbins, Mark Victor Hansen, Zig Ziglar, Robert Kiyosaki, and Darren Hardy will discover stories full of applicable lessons and strategies
that touch the heart and uplift the mind.
Kyle Wilson with Todd Stottlemyre, Erika De La Cruz, Ron White, Robert Helms, Tyler Gunter, Nick Bradley, Jennifer Zhang, Frank Mulcahy, Bruce Aleo, Daniel Schaffer,
Dave Zook, Denise Marie Rose, Dr. Eric Tait, Gary Pinkerton, Greg Zlevor, Stacey LaCroix, Inaky Strick, Jason McWhorter, Jon Gorosh, Lane Kawaoka, Jackie Duty, Sheldon
Horowitz, Lloyd Nolan, Luke Moore, Lynn Bodnar, Marco Santarelli, Matt Byler, Richard Haye, Sean Hutto, Tina Radick, Brad Roberts, Stephen South, Cornelius Butler, Alicia
Lowry, Aran Dunlop, and Adrian Shepherd seek to create positive, everlasting change in your life and move you to action!
From creators of best-selling books includingLife-Defining Moments from Bold Thought Leaders, Mom & Dadpreneurs, The Little Black Book of Fitness,and Passionistas,
these are not just feel-good stories. You will read about overcoming financial ruin, battling health challenges, both mental and physical, and surviving tragedies and abuse.
You’ll read about persistence, courage, redemption, and unconventional approaches to challenges.
See which stories change your life or the life of a friend. You will see hope. You will connect with these authors who felt fear and took a leap of faith anyway. Your life and success
need the best of you. 2x Grammy Winner Seth Mosley (Foreword) encourages you to be present as you turn the pages and imagine what’s possible!
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Praise for The One Thing That Changed Everything

“This book by Kyle Wilson and his fellow contributors can be a major turning point in your life, opening your mind and heart to the world of unlimited possibilities that resides
within you.”
Brian Tracy, Author, Speaker, Consultant
“Kyle Wilson’s new book provides rare insight and first-person accounts from leaders who have achieved world-class in a wide range of business, sports, and personal arenas.
The One Thing That Changed Everythingis this year’s most valuable, must read book for purpose-filled living and world class performance!”
Tim Cole, 31-Year Marine Corps Colonel
“Most of our lives, businesses, and careers can be defined by one thing.The One Thing That Changed Everythingis a source of golden nuggets from the most extraordinary
people from all walks of life. This book will help you find your life-defining moment, your best version of yourself, and your utmost state of being!”
Olenka Cullinan, Speaker & Author, Rising Tycoons & #iStartFirst Founder
“Moments of impact happen for all of us. In this book you get a rare front row seat to experience those moments with dynamic world changers. Celebrate with them then take
their stories with you in your own life and work.”
Kathi C. Laughman, Life and Business Intelligence Expert, Author ofAdjusted Sails: What Does This Make Possible?
“These amazing humans share the hard things, the secret things, and the embarrassing things that everyone will relate to. Then you see how they found the greatness in it. Kyle
Wilson is masterful at spotting talent in people and collaborating the greatest minds and doers to bring about a book that everyone can benefit from.”
Kelli Calabrese, Bestselling Author, Mom & Dadpreneurs
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